Features and Benefits
1. What is MCC’s X-FON ?
•MCC’s X-FON is phone and broadband service
designed to provide clear phone and Internet access
with maximum connection speeds.
•Data is delivered digitally to your home by hairthin glass fibers.
•X-FON provides the fastest internet speeds
available, and a virtually unlimited capacity to carry
large files, such as movies, music, leading-edge
games and photographs - as well as smart home
capabilities, multimedia programming for distance
learning, and telecommuting.
2. What are the advantages of X-FON ?
•Surf the Internet faster with no wait or lag time.
•Email large files such as family photos, now even
family videos in seconds.
•Quick access to online shopping and banking, open
24 hours, with no lines, in the comfort of your own
home.
•A modem is no longer needed to access the Internet
so there is less clutter on your desk, less equipment to
setup, and less to go wrong.
•Stream full length movies and free TV shows to your
computer or TV. (Additional equipment needed for
use with TV)
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[Xtreme Fiber Optic Network]
Be Future Proof

3. They installed fiber in my neighborhood recently.
When will I be able to get X-FON service?
•Call us! We still may need to install the ONT and
power supply to convert the light of X-FON into
digital data for your computer and phone.

www.molalla.com

Your c hoices...

MCC’s
X-FON

Our crystal clear, fiber optic phone and mega
fast Broadband service. Harnessing the strength
of fiber optic technology.
Imagine crystal clear telephone conversations
and Internet access with maximum connection
speeds. X-FON allows members improved
service options such as: video and music
downloads at ground-breaking speeds,
video chatting, less equipment in the home to
troubleshoot, and online gaming with little to no
latency. You can have it all: crystal clarity, high
quality downloads, fast speeds, and enough
bandwidth for the whole family to be online and
on the phone at the same time. MCC is making it
a reality. It’s your turn to...
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Xtreme speed, Xtreme value!
Stream videos, stream music, email large files,
you name it!

Gigification for maximum speed needs!
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Uploads speeds up to 250 Mbps
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“Be Future Proof.”
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bundled with MCC Voice

You’ve got to experience it!
Call 503-829-1100 and sign up today!

*X-FON 250 price effective as of 1/1/2019. Certain restrictions apply.
Bundled discount received with MCC Voice service.
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